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Automating SSL/TLS 
Certificate Lifecycles for 
Outage-Free Applications 
and Networks

Executive Summary
Our conversations with PKI experts from enterprises across different industries have 

revealed two throbbing pain points in PKI management - one is lack of visibility into the 

digital certificate landscape, and the other is lack of automation. While security teams consid-

er visibility a must-have capability due to the problems its absence throws up on an almost 

daily basis, they acknowledge the importance of certificate lifecycle automation only after 

experiencing an expiry-related outage first-hand. This is the reason why, when investing in a 

certificate lifecycle management solution the first time around, enterprises tend to prioritize 

visibility over automation and end up buying a solution that offers good scanning and moni-

toring capabilities but either lacks or provides limited automation. In this whitepaper, we look 

into why automation is essential for sustainable certificate lifecycle management, why 

incomplete automation is worse than no automation, and how native, smart automation 

catapults Enterprise PKI to the next-gen. 

https://www.appviewx.com/education-center/pki/
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PKI management isn’t new; most of you would have been “managing” your PKI for ages. Why is 

managing in double-quotes, you wonder? It is because to us, management that does not involve 

automation, but stops with certificate discovery, inventory, and monitoring, isn’t really PKI 

management, but PKI mismanagement. 

Allow us to explain; there are several solutions out there that do certificate lifecycle management. 

They scan your applications and network devices for certificates, add them to their inventory, monitor 

their status, and alert the security team of expiring certificates and other vulnerabilities. However, 

their job ends there. The actual task of renewing expired certificates - requesting a new certificate and 

provisioning them on the endpoints - is left to the PKI engineer to execute manually. 

Then there are solutions that provide a certain degree of automation but with very questionable 

catches. The “automation” they offer is usually scraps from their ecosystem of partners, and that too 

at a cost.

In this article, we examine the three flavors of certificate lifecycle management in the context of 

automation (or the lack thereof) and establish why some automation forms are better than others.

Introduction

https://www.appviewx.com/education-center/certificate-renewal-and-revocation/what-is-the-maximum-validity-period-of-tls-ssl-certificates/


Certificate Lifecycle Management - Automation 
= Certificate Lifecycle Mismanagement

Let’s say an SSL/TLS certificate is expiring a month from now. The certificate lifecycle management 

solution sends reminders, which the PKI team might miss for various reasons. When the certificate 

finally expires, PKI engineers scramble to manually renew the certificate, which can take anywhere from 

a few hours to a few days. The application that the certificate is associated with remains inaccessible 

during that interval. If the application is customer-facing, or internal but mission-critical, it leaves an 

irreparable dent in customer trust and reputation or causes severe service disruption and revenue loss.

The scenario is akin to changing the wiring to turn off the stove when the milk is about to boil - by the 

time you finish, the damage would’ve been done. 

Another critical reason why PKI management is incomplete without certificate lifecycle automation is 

the rising importance of cryptographic agility (crypto-agility). The CA/Browser Forum (composed of 

Certificate Authorities and browsers) has been progressively reducing X.509 certificate lifespan for over 

a decade now (the validity period for X.509 certificates is currently capped at a little over a year). This 

means certificates expire a lot faster than before. Similarly, cryptographic algorithms and protocols 

undergo frequent updates by the National Security Agency (NSA). The NSA has, in fact, recently 

published an advisory asking government agencies and other enterprises to upgrade to the latest TLS 

version (TLS 1.3) in the wake of the recent spate of cyberattacks. 

Enterprises need to be cryptographically agile to stay afloat and secure in an ever-changing 

crypto-landscape. Crypto-agility is essential not just to stay ahead of cyberattacks but also to embrace 

cutting-edge technologies such as containers, where certificates are ephemeral; DevOps, which require 

certificates to be issued in sub-seconds; and quantum computing, which require highly sophisticated 

cryptographic algorithms.

The only way enterprises can achieve crypto-agility is through automation. Crypto-agility is a measure 

of Enterprise PKI’s ability to respond to changes fast, display high resiliency in the face of threats, and 

support new technologies without compromising security. Manual certificate lifecycle management is 

the antithesis of crypto-agility - manually handling short-lived digital certificates is untenable, while 

manual enterprise-wide crypto-overhauls can take years.
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https://www.appviewx.com/education-center/tls-ssl-certificates/what-are-tls-ssl-certificates/
https://www.brighttalk.com/webcast/18359/468671?utm_source=AppViewX&utm_medium=brighttalk&utm_campaign=468671
https://www.appviewx.com/education-center/what-is-crypto-agility/
https://www.appviewx.com/blogs/fitting-certificate-management-into-devops-pipelines/
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Certificate Lifecycle Management + Partial
Automation = Added Time, Cost, and Complexity

A few certificate management solutions do provide automation, but as a separate offering, not 

packaged with the product. The “automation” that is offered here is usually through the solution’s 

partner ecosystem, such as workflow/configuration automation provided by ServiceNow or Ansible. 

What are the caveats in not having built-in automation? The immediate one is upfront costs - 

automation is almost never included in the product pricing. Customers would have to purchase it 

separately, incurring additional costs. 

The next caveat is development efforts and costs - every certificate automation use case requires a 

considerable amount of backend development and reconfiguration to call and use the appropriate 

automation task from the third-party tool. Because of the time, effort, and complexity involved, security 

teams need to plan their automation requirements in advance, which defeats the purpose of using 

automation for improved agility.

Partial automation also makes PKI operationally complex. PKI administrators now have more moving 

parts and disparate elements (from the certificate lifecycle management tool and the 

third-party automation service) to manage than before. Apart from learning to use the certificate 

lifecycle management tool, teams now need to be trained in the automation provider’s technology also, 

leading to a steep learning curve.

Certificate Lifecycle Management + Native 
Automation = Advanced Certificate Lifecycle 
Management

Picture a certificate lifecycle management solution that has automation built-in. So this solution scans 

the network for certificates, adds them to its inventory, and monitors their status. One day, the solution 

discovers that an SSL/TLS certificate is going to expire in a month. Like a traditional solution, it alerts the 

infosec team about the impending expiry.

https://www.appviewx.com/products/cert/
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Do certificate lifecycle automation end-to-end (enrollment, provisioning, validation, revocation, 

renewal, and auditing) using pre-built automation tasks. Lifecycle automation is available 

ready-to-use for all popular public CAs, server and client SSL/TLS certificates, and deployment 

types (containers, multi-cloud, hybrid, etc.)

Use the native Visual Workflow Builder to create automation workflows for certificate 

management tasks that are unique to your enterprise, such as approval workflows and 

specific certificate configurations.  

Now comes the difference. A traditional certificate lifecycle management solution does nothing beyond 

sending alerts. As we discussed earlier, security engineers need to manually take it up from there. An 

automation-inclusive certificate lifecycle management solution, on the other hand, automatically 

renews the expiring certificate based on a predefined certificate policy. If the policy is to renew the 

certificate a week before it expires, the solution automatically generates the CSR, downloads the 

certificate, validates it, and installs it on the web-server. Automation removes the need for manual 

intervention throughout the certificate lifecycle - infosec personnel can remain blissfully unaware of 

expiring certificates and still run the show with zero service disruptions. 

Sounds good, right? But we aren’t done yet, because we’re going a step further and introducing 

something even better, which is,

Certificate Lifecycle Management + Native, 
Context-Aware Automation = Next-Gen 
Certificate Lifecycle Management

AppViewX CERT+ is the only certificate lifecycle management solution in the market with native 

workflow automation. CERT+ offers your enterprise the flexibility to automate SSL/TLS certificate 

lifecycles in any of the following three ways-

https://www.appviewx.com/solutions/certificate-lifecycle-automation/
https://www.appviewx.com/products/cert/


CERT+’s proprietary Visual Workflow Builder lets security teams create automation workflows with just drag 

and drop. They can choose from 1000+ pre-built certificate automation tasks, streamline them with 

connectors, and go. CERT+ can easily convert just about any certificate management logic at any level 

(configuration, policy, or business-levels) into an automation workflow.

Visual, no-code automation

Automation in CERT+ is ‘smart.’ Before running an automation workflow, the solution first checks the device’s 

state, performance, capacity, etc., and proceeds only after getting a green light. This way, it prevents the 

all-too-common problem of automation collisions - a scenario where a device gets more requests than it can 

handle from various other devices and tools and eventually crashes. CERT+ here acts as a 

master-orchestrator - it can regulate and forward requests from other tools as well, such as a vulnerability 

scanning tool like Rapid7 or a configuration management tool like Ansible, through REST API integrations.

Context-aware and state-aware

CERT+ makes sure there aren’t any fires to put out with policy-based orchestration. CERT+ automates 

certificate management based on policies laid down by the enterprise, the CA, and also industry regulations 

(such as PCI DSS and HIPAA). PKI administrators can group certificates based on their type, use-case, 

criticality, etc., and apply a different policy for each certificate group. Policy-based automation takes care of 

certificate lifecycle tasks such as time-bound certificate renewals, key rotation, access privileges, and 

compliance audits.

Policy-based orchestration
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Bring Your Own Automation (BYOA). If your enterprise is already using automation workflows 

built on ServiceNow, Ansible, Chef, Puppet, or other such tools, you can import those 

workflows into the Visual Workflow, streamline them, and extend them using native 

automation workflows to perform full-cycle orchestration.

How CERT+ Automation Helps Future-Proof 
Enterprise Crypto
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DevOps requires certificate lifecycle management to be integrated into CI/CD pipelines so that every new 

application or update will be secured with an appropriate X.509 certificate. Another requirement for DevOps 

is speed - certificates need to be deployed almost instantaneously for testing and production. CERT+ 

integrates with popular DevOps tools, such as Jenkins, enabling DevOps teams to request and install 

certificates right from the CI/CD pipeline. CERT+ also ensures that obsolete certificates (such as internal 

certificates used for testing) are destroyed automatically to prevent their misuse.

DevOps-friendly

Containerized applications and workloads have ephemeral certificates with a lifespan of a few seconds. 

Containers also use private CAs extensively because of their ease of use and speed, which can cause 

inconsistencies in PKI management. CERT+ integrates with dedicated container management tools such as 

Hashicorp Vault and Consul to streamline and standardize certificate lifecycle management for container 

instances. CERT+ also integrates with ISTIO service mesh to enhance security and governance.

Support for containers and multi-cloud

https://www.appviewx.com/education-center/encryption-standards-regulations-and-algorithms/what-is-x-509-standard/
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If your infosec team spends their days (and nights) inadvertently starting fires, putting out fires, or 

worrying about fires, your Enterprise PKI is never going to be ready to take on new opportunities that 

emergent technologies offer. Automation that’s done right is not just the way forward but the only way 

to a future-ready PKI. Your current certificate lifecycle management solution may have many merits, but 

if it lacks automation or doesn’t have it built-in, it’s forever going to have you running for cover. Using a 

next-gen certificate lifecycle management solution like CERT+ keeps your enterprise safe from 

certificate outages and also cryptographically agile, so your infosec teams are truly empowered to take 

on whatever the future brings, today.

Get started with AppViewX CERT+ by booking a live session with our experts, or visit our website to 

know more. 

Conclusion

AppViewX is revolutionizing the way DevSecOps and NetOps teams deliver services to enterprise IT. The AppViewX platform is a 

modular, low-code software application that enables the automation and orchestration of enterprise network infrastructure and 

certificate management using an intuitive, context-aware visual workflow. It is built to rapidly enable users to implement 

crypto-agility, enforce compliance, eliminate errors, and reduce cost. AppViewX is headquartered in New York City with additional 

offices in the US, UK, and India. To know more, visit www.appviewx.com or info@appviewx.com

About AppViewX

https://www.appviewx.com/education-center/pki/
https://www.appviewx.com/live-demo/
https://www.appviewx.com/



